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Abstract— Today’s feature-rich multimedia products require
embedded system solution with complex System-on-Chip (SoC) to
meet market expectations of high performance at a low cost and
lower energy consumption. The memory architecture of the em-
bedded system strongly influences crtical system design objectives
like area, power and performance. Hence the embedded system
designer performs a complete memory architecture exploration
to custom design a memory architecture for a given set of ap-
plications. Further, the designer would be interested in multiple
optimal design points to address various market segments. How-
ever, tight time-to-market constraints enforces short design cy-
cle time. In this paper we address the multi-level multi-objective
memory architecture exploration problem through a combination
of exhaustive-search based memory exploration at the outer level
and a two step based integrated data layout for SPRAM-Cache
based architectures at the inner level. We present a two step inte-
grated approach for data layout for SPRAM-Cache based hybrid
architectures with the first step as data-partitioning that parti-
tions data between SPRAM and Cache, and the second step is the
cache conscious data layout. We formulate the cache-conscious
data layout as a graph partitioning problem and show that our ap-
proach gives up to 34% improvement over an existing approach
and also optimizes the off-chip memory address space. We exper-
imented our approach with 3 embedded multimedia applications
and our approach explores several hundred memory configura-
tions for each application, yielding several optimal design points
in a few hours of computation on a standard desktop.

I. INTRODUCTION

In application-specific system on chip (SOC) designs, mem-
ory design is a critical step since system parameters such as
area, power and performance show a direct dependence on the
memory organization. Real-time embedded systems have het-
erogeneous on-chip memory architectures such as data cache,
scratch-pad memory, and custom memory. Since the target ap-
plication is known at compile time, the designer can use this
knowledge to design memory organization to optimize the sys-
tem parameters. However, this optimization is a daunting task
since the search space of memory architectures is quite large.
The evaluation of a memory architecture cannot be separated
from the problem of data layout, which physically places the

application data in the memory. A non-optimal data layout will
yield an inferior performance even on a very good memory ar-
chitecture platform.

Designers of real-time embedded memories have typically
preferred scratch-pad memories (SPRAM) over data caches
since the latter lead to unpredictable run-times. Since the ap-
plication code is known a priori, the data structures can be
carefully placed in the SPRAM. This data layout is performed
manually, since compilers cannot assume the code under com-
pilation represents the entire system. Several efficient heuristic
approaches for data layout have been published in the literature
[2, 3, 1, 4].

Fig. 1. Target Memory Architecture

In cache based architectures, data is placed in an off-chip
RAM and copied at run-time from off-chip RAM to cache by a
hardware cache controller. Cache controllers increase the sili-
con area, but eliminate the software overhead of data manage-
ment, which mars the performance in dynamic data layout [5].
The mapping of data from off-chip RAM to L1-cache is dic-
tated by the cache associativity scheme and can create poten-
tial side effects like thrashing. Careful analysis of data access
characteristics and understanding of temporal access pattern of
the data structures is required to eliminate thrashing.

In this paper our intention is to perform memory architecture
exploration and data layout for real-time embedded SOC in an
integrated manner, assuming a hybrid architecture which in-
cludes both on-chip SPRAM and data cache (see figure 1). We
address this problem using a two step approach for each mem-
ory architecture: (a) data partitioning to divide the data be-
tween SPRAM and cache with the objective to improve over-
all memory sub-system performance and power and (b) Cache
conscious data layout to minimize the number of cache misses



within a given external memory address space.
Cache-conscious data layout has been studied in the litera-

ture [6, 7]. Authors of [2, 9, 8] propose source level transfor-
mations such as array tiling, re-ordering data structures and
loop unrolling to improve cache performance. But we fo-
cus on optimizing object module level data placements with-
out any code modifications. We emphasize that this is an im-
portant constraint since application development flow typically
involves integration of many IPs and the source may not be
available. Authors of [6, 7] propose data layout heuristics that
aim at minimizing cache conflict misses. [7] formulates the
problem as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) and proposes a
heuristic to avoid the long run-times of ILP solvers. [6] uses a
Temporal Relationship Graph (TRG) that captures the tempo-
ral access characteristics of data and proposes a greedy algo-
rithm for cache conscious data layout.

While [7, 6] approaches only target the minimization of con-
flict misses en masse, our approach aims at minimizing con-
flict misses within a certain off-chip memory address space.
The constraint of working within a certain external memory
address space is very important for memory architecture ex-
ploration, since this makes the instruction-cache performance
independent of data cache for architectures where the external
memory address space is common for both data and instruction
caches, and there by reducing the memory arch search space.

To the best of our knowledge, only [2] addresses data parti-
tioning for hybrid architectures. Their data partitioning heuris-
tic identifies the most conflicting data variable and places it
in SPRAM. They also demonstrate memory exploration of hy-
brid architectures with their proposed data partitioning heuris-
tic. But their memory exploration framework does not have an
integrated cache-conscious data layout. They propose a model
to estimate the number of cycles spent in cache access. Our
approach proposes data partitioning based on three factors (i)
profile, (ii) temporal access characteristics and (iii) spatial ac-
cess characteristics. The proposed method is a comprehensive
data layout approach for SPRAM-cache based architecture as
we perform data partitioning followed by cache conscious data
layout. Also our approach works on all the key system design
objectives such as area, power and performance.

The major contributions in this paper are

• an efficient heuristic to partition data between SPRAM
and caches based on access frequency, temporal and spa-
tial access patterns

• a data layout heuristic for data caches that is independent
of instruction caches, optimizes run-time and keeps the
off-chip memory address space usage under check.

• hybrid memory architecture exploration with the objec-
tive to optimize run-time performance, power consump-
tion and area.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the follow-
ing section we give an overview of the proposed method. In
section III we explain our data partitioning heuristic. In sec-
tion IV, the cache conscious data layout heuristic is explained.

In section V, we present the experimental results. Conclusions
are presented in VI.

II. METHOD OVERVIEW

Figure 2 presents our memory architecture exploration
framework, where the exploration phase targets the optimiza-
tion of (a) cache size, (b) cache block-size, (c) cache associa-
tivity, and (d) SPRAM size. Our proposed memory exploration
framework consists of two levels. The outer level explores var-
ious memory architectures while the inner level explores place-
ment of data sections (data layout problem) to minimize mem-
ory stalls. We use an exhaustive search for memory architec-
ture exploration by imposing certain practical constraints (such
as, the memory bank size is always a power of 2) on the archi-
tectural parameters. These constraints limit the search space to
include only “practical” architectures and limit the run-time.
The exploration module takes the application’s total data size
as input and provides an instance of memory architecture by
defining the above listed parameters. Based on the SPRAM
size and the application access characteristics, the data par-
titioning heuristic identifies the data sections to be placed in
SPRAM. The remaining data sections are placed in off-chip
RAM.

The cache conscious data layout heuristic assigns addresses
to the data sections placed in external RAM such that these
data do not conflict in the cache. The data layout heuristic uses
the temporal access information as input to find the optimal
data placement. The objective is to minimize the number of
cache misses. The data partitioning heuristic and data layout
heuristic together place the application data in SPRAM and
off-chip RAM respectively. From the temporal access infor-
mation of data sections and access frequency information, the
run-time performance is computed. Using the software eCacti
[10] the power per cache read-hit, power per read-miss, power
per write-hit and power per write-miss numbers are obtained.
The SPRAM power/read access and power/write access are ob-
tained from the semiconductor vendors memory library. The
area for a given cache architecture is computed using eCacti
[10] and the area value for SPRAM is obtained from the mem-
ory library.

The exploration process is repeated for all valid memory ar-
chitectures and the area, power and performance are computed
for each of these. The last step is to identify the list of “opti-
mal” architectures. Since this is a multi-objective problem, all
the solution points are evaluated according to the Pareto opti-
mality conditions given by the following formulation [13]. Let
(Ma
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Fig. 2. Memory Exploration Framework

All the dominated solutions are identified and removed. The
non-dominated solutions form the Pareto optimal set, which
represents the set of good architectural solutions that can be
individually examined by the designer.

A. Temporal Relationship Graph (TRG) and Input Parameters

In this section we explain some of the input parameters with
an example. We refer to a set of data (one or more scalar
variables or array variables) that are grouped together as one
data-section. A data-section forms an atomic unit that will be
assigned a memory address. All data that are part of a data
section are placed in memory contiguously.

Let there be 4 data-sections a, b, c and d and the access
pattern is given below.

a a a b c b c b c b c d d d d d a a a a a a a c a c a a c a c

Fig. 3. Example: Temporal Relationship Graph

For this access pattern, the TRG is given in the Figure 3.
Given a trace of data memory references, for any two data a
and b, let TRG(a, b) be the number of times that two suc-
cessive occurrences of a are interleaved with at least one ref-
erence to b, or vice versa. As an example for the pattern
bcbcbcbc, TRG(b, c) = 6. But for the pattern ddddaaaa, the
TRG(a, d) = 0 as there are no interleaved accesses. TRG is
computed for all the data sections from the address trace col-
lected from an instruction set simulator.

We define sumtrg(i) as the sum of all TRG weights on
the edges connected to node i. As an example from Figure
3, sumtrg(a) = 10.

We define non-uniform access factor as the ratio between
the number of the times a data-section is accessed non-
uniformly to the size of the data-section that is actually ac-
cessed. Non-uniform access is computed from the address
traces by simulating a single cache-block. A regularly ac-
cessed data-section will exhibit a very high spatial locality and
there will be only cross-conflict misses. In non-uniformly ac-
cessed data variable, many self-conflict misses will be seen.
This self-conflict misses represent the non-uniform data ac-
cess. We also compute the actual size of the data-section that
gets used by the application.

III. DATA PARTITIONING

The objective of data partitioning is to identify data sec-
tions that must be placed in SPRAM for best performance.
SPRAM consumes much less area than caches on a per-bit ba-
sis. SPRAM memory accesses consume lesser power than a
memory access that is a cache-hit. However, SPRAM space is
assigned to data sections exclusively, if dynamic data layout is
not used. As a result, SPRAM space can still be higher. There
are three parameters that control the decision to keep a data
section in an on-chip SPRAM.

• Access Frequency - Placing the most frequently accessed
data section in SPRAM gives better power consumption
and run-time performance

• Temporal Access Characteristics - Placing the most con-
flicting data section in SPRAM reduces the number of
cache conflict misses and hence improves the overall
memory subsystem performance.

• Data with non-uniform access - Data sections that are not
uniformly accessed uses more cache lines simultaneously
and thereby reduce the available cache space for other
data.

A frequently accessed data that conflicts most with the rest of
data and also exhibits lesser spatial locality is an ideal candi-
date to be placed in SPRAM as this gives the best performance
from an overall memory subsystem perspective. Our data par-
titioning heuristic algorithm is explained in figure 4. For each
of the data sections, a conflict index is computed using the
three parameters mentioned above. The higher the conflict in-
dex, the more suitable the data section for SPRAM placement.
The greedy heuristic assigns data sections based on the con-
flict index. The corresponding node is removed from the trg
and conflict index for the remaining data sections are recom-
puted. Note that the above step is performed for every data
section identified to be placed in SPRAM. This process is re-
peated either till the SPRAM space is full or until there are no
more data sections to be placed.



Algorithm: SPRAM-Cache Data Partitioning
Inputs:

N = Number of data sections
Access Frequency of all data sections
Temporal Relationship Graph (TRG)
Non-uniform Access Factor
Data Section Sizes

Output:
List of data sections to be placed in SPRAM

begin
1. compute access frequency per byte for all data sections
2. normalize the access frequency per byte information
3. for i= 0 to N -1

3.1 compute sumtrg(i)
3.2 sumtrg(i) is the sum of all edge weights of node i

4. compute normalized sumtrg(i)
5. compute normalized ’non-uniform access factor’
6. compute the conflict-index

6.1 conflict-index(i) = normalized sumtrg(i)
+ normalized access-frequency-per-byte(i)
+ normalized non-uniform-access-factor(i)

7. sort thedata sections in descending order
with respect to conflict-index

8. while (available space in SPRAM)
8.1 identify the data section with the highest conflict index
8.2 place it in SPRAM if it fits within the available space
8.3 update SPRAM available space to account for the

above placement
8.4 remove from TRG
8.5 recompute sumtrg for the remaining nodes in TRG
8.6 recompute conflict index with the newly updated sumtrg

9. exit
end

Fig. 4. Heuristic Algorithm for Data Partitioning

IV. CACHE CONSCIOUS DATA LAYOUT

A. Overview

The data partitioning step places the most conflicting data in
SPRAM and there by reduces the possible conflict misses in
cache. However, the SPRAM size typically is very small and
only a few data-sections would have been placed in SPRAM.
The remaining data placements still needs to be done carefully
to further reduce the cache misses. In this section we will be
discussing the cache conscious data layout.

The problem of cache-conscious data layout is to find op-
timal data placement in off-chip RAM with the following ob-
jectives: (a) to reduce the number of cache misses and (b) to
reduce address space used in off-chip RAM. In other words,
the objective is to reduce the “holes in off-chip RAM after
placement. To our knowledge, reducing cache misses has
been the only objective targeted by all the data layout ap-
proaches published in the literature [6, 7]. But it is very im-
portant to consider objective (a) in the context of objective (b)
for the following reasons. Performing a cache conscious data
layout within a certain memory size constraints (i.e, without
too many holes) helps in isolating data placement from code
placemnt and doesn’t put additional constraints on code place-
ment. Also, since this makes the data placement indepdenent
of code placement, data cache architecture exploration can be

done independent of instruction cache architecture and there
by reducing the memory design space.

Fig. 5. Cache Conscious Data Layout

We formulate the cache conscious data layout problem as
a graph partitioning problem. Inputs to the data layout algo-
rithm are (i) data section sizes and (ii) Temporal Relationship
Graph. The data layout algorithm is explained in a block di-
agram in figure 5. The first step is a k-way graph partition-
ing step that partitions the input TRG into k partitions, where
k = �applicationdatasize/cache − size�. The idea is to
assign highly conflicting data into the same partition with the
constraint that the partition size is less than cache size. The
output of graph partitioning step is k partitions with each par-
tition having a set of data sections that conflicts among them-
selves the most. Since each of the k partitions is lesser than
the cache size, each of these partitions can be mapped into off-
chip RAM address space that corresponds to one cache page.
This step eliminates all the conflicts between data-sections that
are in the same partition. The graph partitioning method is dis-
cussed in detail in Section B. The last step in the data layout is
to minimize the possible conflicts between data-sections that
are in two different partitions. This is handled by the offset-
computation step. The details of the offset computation is
given in Section C. Once the offset-computation step assigns
cache-block offsets for each of the data section, the address
assignment step allocates unique off-chip addresses to all the
data-sections. The following subsections details the graph par-
titioning heuristic and offset computation heuristic.

B. Graph Partitioning Formulation

In this section we explain our graph partitioning heuristic.
Given a graph G = {V, E, s, w}, where V is the set of vertex
representing data sections, E is the set of edges determining
the connectivity between the nodes representing a temporal ac-
cess conflict, s is the list of data section sizes, and w is the list
of edge weights representing the number of temporal access
conflicts between a pair of nodes. The graph partitioning prob-
lem aims at dividing G into m disjoint partitions. A m-way



partition of G is a collection of subsets Gi = {Vi, Ei, si, wi},
such that

• the subsets are disjoint,

• ⋃m
i=1 Vi = V

• ∀ ei that connects nodes (u, v) ∈ G, ei ∈ Gi iff (u, v) ∈
Gi.

The objective of the graph partitioning step is to maximize
wi with the constraint of Σsi ≤ cache − size. An edge ei

is said to be an external edge for a partition Gi if one of the
nodes connected by ei is not in partition Gi. Similarly, an
edge ei is said to be an internal edge if both the nodes it con-
nects are in the partition Gi. The sum of all the weights on
the external edges is referred as external cost. Thus the objec-
tive of the partitioning problem is to find a partition with min-
imum external cost. The optimal partitioning problem is NP-
Complete [11, 12]. There are a number of heuristic approaches
to this problem, including the well known Kernigan Lin heuris-
tic [11]. We extend the heuristic proposed in [11, 12] to model
our problem. The Kernighan-Lin heuristic aims at finding a
minimal external cost partition of a graph into two equally
sized sub-graphs. The heuristic achieves this by starting with a
random partition, and keeps swapping two nodes that gives the
maximum gain. Gain is computed as the difference between
internal and external costs. Let us consider two nodes a and b
present in two different sub-graphs A and B respectively. We
define external cost (ECost) of a as Ea and internal cost (ICost)
of a as Ia for each a ∈ A. Similarly the ECost and ICost of b
is defined as Eb and Ib respectively. Let Da = Ea − Ia be the
difference between ECost and ICost for each a ∈ A. A result
proved by Kernighan and Lin [11] shows that for any a ∈ A
and b ∈ B, if they are interchanged, the reduction in partition-
ing cost is given by Rab = Da + Db − 2 × wab. The nodes
a and b are interchanged to partitions B and A respectively if
Rab > 0. [12] generalizes the graph partitioning heuristic to
an m-way partition. [12] starts with a random set of partitions
and picks any two of the partitions and applies the Kernighan-
Lin heuristic. The two partitions are marked as pair-wise opti-
mal and the algorithm then picks two other partitions to apply
[11]’s heuristic. This process is repeated until all the partitions
are pair-wise optimal.

We have adapted the algorithm of[12] and added additional
constraints to make it work for our problem. The main con-
straints are as below:

• Σsi < cache-size for all partitions

• if a data-section size si > cache-size then this data-
section is placed in a partition and marked optimal

• Nodes a and b are interchanged to partitions B and A
respectively only if Rab > 0 and if Σsa < cache-size
and if Σsb < cache-size

The output of the graph partitioning step is a collection of
sub-graphs that maximizes the internal cost and minimizes the

Algorithm: Offset Computation Heuristic
Inputs:

Temporal Relationship Graph (TRG)
External costs for all the partitions
Internal costs for all the partitions
Data Section Sizes

Output:
Offsets assigned each of the data sections

begin
1. model two caches (a) main cache and (b) reference cache

1.1 reference cache is used to find optimal offset
1.2 main cache stores the data once the optimal offset is fixed
1.3 these caches are used to compute the placement cost by

simulating the cache behavior
2. Sort the partitions in the decreasing order of external cost
3. for i =0 to k partitions

3.1 Pick the partition Gi with the highest external cost
3.2 compute sum-trg for all data sections in partition Gi

3.3 Sort the data sections in descending order
with respect to sum-trg

3.4 for alldata sections in Gi

3.4.1 pick the data section i with highest sum-trg
3.4.2 evaluate placement cost by placing i in each of the

availablecache-line in the reference cache
3.4.3 find the cache-line l that gives the minimal cost
3.4.4 assign l as the starting point for i
3.4.5 mark the cache lines from l to

l + size(i)/block − size as not available
3.5 copy the content of reference cache to main-cache

4. placement complete
end

Fig. 6. Heuristic Algorithm for Offset Computation

external cost and ensures that no partition has a size larger than
the cache size. Thus, each of the partition scan be placed in the
off-chip RAM address space that maps to a cache page, such
that none of the data sections that are part of the same parti-
tion will conflict in cache. Now we are left with optimizing the
cache conflicts that might arise because of conflicts from data
sections belonging to two different partitions. Since the ex-
ternal cost is already minimized, the number of such conflicts
will already be very less. The offset computation step aims at
reducing conflicts resulting from external cost.

C. Cache Offset Computation

The cache offset computation heuristic is explained in the
Figure 6. As a first step the partitions are ordered based on the
external cost. The data-sections part of partition p1 with the
highest external cost are first considered for offset assignment.
The data-sections in p1 are ordered based on the sumtrg and
the data-section d1 with the highest sumtrg is taken for offset-
computation.

To decide the offset that gives the lease conflicts, we adopt a
cache simulation approach, a data-section is placed in all avail-
able cache block and the placement cost is computed for each
instance of placement. To compute the placement cost, we
simulate two caches (a) main cache and (b) reference cache.
All the data in a partitions are placed temporarily in reference



cache before fixing their offsets and once the offsets are de-
cided, the data sections are moved to the main cache. While
computing the cost, the data sections in the reference cache
and main cache are considered together. The cache-block off-
set that gives the lease number of misses is taken as the final
placement offset of the data-section and the main cache is up-
dated by placing the data-section starting from the offset com-
puted. At this point the reference cache contents are cleared
and the cache-blocks that are assigned to data-section d1 are
marked as not available. The next data-section from p1 is con-
sidered for offset-assignment. The same process is repeated till
all the data-sections in p1 are handled.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Methodology

We have used Texas Instrument’s TMS32064X processor
for our experiments. This processor has 16K data cache and we
have used Texas Instrument’s Code Composer Studio (CCS)
environment for obtaining profile data, data memory address
traces and also for validating data-layout placements. We
have used 3 different applications from the Media bench for
performing the experiments. We compute the TRG, sumtrg,
and non-uniform access factor from the data memory address
traces obtained from the CCS. We have used [10] to obtain the
area and power numbers for different cache configurations.

B. Cache-conscious Data Layout

In this section we present results on our cache conscious
data layout and we compare our results with [6]’s approach.
Table I presents the results of the data layout. We have used
3 applications and 4 different cache configurations. For all the
cache sizes we have used a 32 byte cache-block size and di-
rect mapped cache configuration. The third column in table I
presents the number of cache-misses incurred when the data-
layout of [6] is used and the column-4 gives the number of
cache misses incurred when our data layout approach is ap-
plied. Note that there is an improvement of up to 34% and for
most of the configurations our approach performs better. Also
our approach consumes off-chip memory address space that is
very close to the application data-size. This is by construction
of the graph-partitioning approach as explained in section IV.
Where as [6]’s approach consumes 1.5 to 2.6 times the appli-
cation data-size as the off-chip address space to achieve the
performance given in table I.

C. Memory Architecture Exploration

In this section we present the results from our memory ar-
chitecture exploration. As mentioned we explore the Cache-
SPRAM solution space with the following parameters: (a)
cache-size, (b) cache block-size, (c) cache associativity and
(d) SPRAM size. Again we have used the 3 applications. For
each of the application, we use an exhaustive search method for
memory exploration by varying the parameters. We start with

Appli- Cache Calder Graph- improve-
cation Size [6] Partition ment (%)

(our approach)
AAC 32K 0 0 0

16K 14746 9711 34
8K 155749 128322 17
4K 446912 385795 14

MPEG 32K 17204 14574 15
16K 275881 224278 19
8K 2332008 2314398 1
4K 11919814 11919814 0

JPEG 32K 0 0 0
16K 0 0 0
8K 2350 2112 10
4K 10220 10294 -1

TABLE I
DATA LAYOUT COMPARISON

no SPRAM and a 4KB cache and keep increasing the cache
sizes up to the application-data size. For each of the cache size
explored, we then increase the SPRAM size from 0 to applica-
tion data size with a 4KB step increase. Also for each of the
cache configurations we also vary the block size from 8 bytes
to 64 bytes with a 8-byte step increase and associativity is var-
ied from 1 to 4 for each of the cache configurations. Based
on the application data size, the number of memory configura-
tions evaluated varies from 1200 to 2800. From the total mem-
ory configurations evaluated, we compute the non-dominated
solutions based on the Pareto Optimal criteria explained in sec-
tion II. Figures 7, 8, and 9 presents the non-dominated solu-
tions for AAC, MPEG and JPEG respectively. In figure 7, the
x-axis represents the number of memory stall cycles and the
y-axis represents the power consumption. We have presented
the power vs. performance graph for different area bands. We
can observe from the figure 7 that as the area band increases,
we get better power and performance. Note that the solution
points are converging from the top-right portion of the graph
(which is a high power and low performance region) to the
lower left portion of the graph (which is the low power and
high performance region) as the area is increased. In figure 8,
the solution on the top right corner has the memory configura-
tion of 4K cache size, direct mapped with 32 byte cache-block
with no SPRAM. As we can observe this is a very conservative
architecture giving very low performance and high power con-
sumption. On the other hand, the solution in the lower left cor-
ner has the memory configuration of 8K cache with 2-way set-
associativity with 16-byte cache-block and 128K of SPRAM.
This is a very high end architecture consuming lot of area but
gives the best performance and power consumption. Thus the
set of Pareto Optimal design points presents a critical view to
the designers to pick appropriate memory configurations that
suit the application-system requirements.



Fig. 7. AAC: Non-dominated Solutions

Fig. 8. MPEG: Non-dominated Solutions

Fig. 9. JPEG: Non-dominated Solutions

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a memory architecture ex-
ploration framework for SPRAM-Cache based memory archi-
tectures for Real-Time Embedded SOC. Our framework inte-
grates memory exploration, data partitioning between SPRAM

and Cache, and cache-conscious data layout to explore mem-
ory design space and presents a list of Pareto Optimal solu-
tions. We have addressed three of the key system design ob-
jectives (i) memory area, (ii) performance and (iii) memory
power. Our approach explores the memory design space and
presents several Pareto Optimal solutions within a few hours
on a standard desktop. Our solution is fully automated and
meets the time-to-market requirements.
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